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Dear Sir/Madam,

Please find attached a written representation to the Silvertown Tunnel public
examination, produced for today's Deadline 3.

Also attached are two documents I received in response to a Freedom of
Information request to the Greater London Authority - these are referred to in part
1 of my response, and included in case the Panel finds them useful. 

Yours faithfully,

Darryl Chamberlain (interested party reference SILV-430)

-- 
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Darryl Chamberlain 
(by email)    
 


 
Our Ref: MGLA141016-9173 


 
22 December 2016 


 
 
 
Dear Mr Chamberlain 
 
Thank you for your request for information which the GLA received on 12 October. Your request 
has been dealt with under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  
 
You asked for:  
 


“1) All advice sent to the Mayor and Deputy Mayor for Transport by Greater London 
Authority officers, Transport for London staff and other individuals and organisations as 
part of the recent review into the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.  
 
2) The replies sent by the Mayor and Deputy Mayor for Transport to the advice sent to 
them.  
 
3) A list of all organisations and individuals consulted as part of the review.  
 
4) All responses from the organisations and individuals consulted as part of the review.  
 
5) The final report from officers to the Mayor or Deputy Mayor (and/or from the Deputy 
Mayor to to the Mayor) recommending what steps to take.“ 


 
 
Please find the relevant information attached. I am sorry for the slight delay in responding. 
 
Following his election in May 2016, the Mayor asked officers to review the case for the 
Silvertown Tunnel in the context of a range of local and wider, environmental concerns that had 
been raised about the project. Officers were asked to review the scheme from first principles, 
beginning with an assessment of the current conditions for cross river travel in east London and 
in-depth analysis of modelled future demand for river crossings. The initial element of the 
review included detailed assessments of: 
 


• The performance of existing crossings, considering factors including current demand, 
congestion levels and resilience and reliability issues 


• Air quality and congestion issues associated with existing crossings 
• Current and forecast demand for cross river travel  


 







• Evidence of the impacts of improvements delivered to date by recent cross-river 
connections, including those provided on the East London Line and Docklands Light 
Railway networks 


• Modelled assessments of the impacts of planned additional crossings such as Crossrail 
on accommodating current and future cross river trips 


• The impacts of planned growth in east London on both general and specific local 
demands for river crossings 


• Specific views expressed by stakeholders through previous consultations, engagement 
events, meetings and surveys with businesses. This included collating view expressed by 
London boroughs on the current state of the cross-river transport network, as well as 
calls for new crossings in specific locations. These specific issues were assessed against 
background and future demand in these locations.  
 


This indicated the need for additional river crossings in east London, both to meet current 
demand and to facilitate future growth. It also highlighted specific congestion, reliability and air 
quality issues associated with the Blackwall Tunnel, and the likelihood that these issues would 
be exacerbated by population growth in the medium term. 
 
The review went on to look at how the demand, air quality and resilience issues in the Blackwall 
Tunnel area identified could be addressed. This included the consideration of public transport 
solutions, walking and cycling options, vehicle ferries and road-based tunnels and bridge 
options. Demand management options in terms of charging existing crossings were also 
examined.  
 
This indicated that the case for an additional river crossing between the North Greenwich and 
the Tower Hamlets/Newham border area was strong. Given the nature of the specific 
congestion and air quality issues around the Blackwall Tunnel that a new crossing here could 
address, it was determined that a road crossing would be the most suitable option in this 
location. 
 
The review also examined the specific design and operation of a proposed road crossing in this 
location. Existing demand, future modelling – taking into account projected growth in the area 
– air quality analysis and technical considerations, such as land take and visual and marine 
impacts, were used to determine that a tunnel with one general traffic lane and one dedicated 
bus, coach and HGV lane in each direction would be the most suitable option, and that the 
introduction of a user charge on the new tunnel and the nearby Blackwall Tunnel would ensure 
that demand was managed effectively.   
 
Finally the review examined how a tunnel proposal could be developed in a way that minimised 
any potential impacts on local residents and on London as whole – how to go further than the 
previous Silvertown Tunnel proposal on environmental and equality factors. A range of new 
measures was considered, including: 
 


• Bus enhancements 
• Options to transport cyclists through the tunnel 


• Complementary ferry services and how the nearby Emirates Airline could be used to 
enhance the tunnel proposals 


• A review of user charging levels 
• Improvements to the public realm  


 
 


 







• Construction and use of the river 
• Encouraging the use of low emission vehicles 


• Potential interactions with Ultra Low Emission Zone proposals 
 
This was used to determine a series of enhancements to the previous Silvertown Tunnel 
proposal, as detailed in the Mayor’s announcement of 4 October 2016. 
 
If you have any further questions relating to this matter, please contact me, quoting the 
reference at the top of this letter. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Ruth Phillips 
Information Governance Officer 
 
If you are unhappy with the way the GLA has handled your request, you may complain using the 
GLA’s FOI complaints and internal review procedure, available at: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/governance-and-spending/sharing-our-
information/freedom-information   


 
 


 








Darryl Chamberlain (SILV-430) 
Deadline 3 submission to the Planning Inspectorate 
27 January 2017 


 


1. The Mayor of London’s review of river crossings 


1.1. After the Mayor of London’s announcement that he was backing the Silvertown Tunnel 
scheme, I used the Freedom of Information Act to ask the Greater London Authority  for 1


details of the review he had promised to carry out into the scheme, including the advice he 
and his officers received and whose opinions they had consulted. I was sent a number of 
documents, which the Panel may find useful in its deliberations.  


1.2. One is a response detailing Sadiq Khan’s review ; the other is a bundle of documents 2


comprising an email from the GLA’s head of transport with comments on user charging, a 
briefing note and presentation on possible “enhancements” to the Scheme, and the 
presentation given to the Mayor in June outlining why TfL thought the scheme necessary . 3


They are attached with this written representation. 


1.3. While I am doubtful that the Mayor’s deliberations are a matter for this process, I do find 
it disappointing that he does not appear to have actively consulted boroughs and other 
stakeholders, particularly the neighbouring boroughs, about his review; particularly in view of 
the impact the Scheme may have in a wide area far beyond the tunnel portals. 


2. Ambiguity over ‘a package of crossings’ 


2.1. At the Issue Specific Hearing on Wednesday 18 January, when asked if the Royal 
Borough of Greenwich supported the Scheme, the Panel was told it supported “a package of 
crossings”. I also understand the London Borough of Lewisham said something similar the 
following day. 


2.2. It would be useful for these boroughs - and other host and neighbouring boroughs - to 
outline just what they mean by “a package of crossings”, for this comes up often but is rarely 
discussed in detail in public forums. As far as I can ascertain, the idea of a “package of 
crossings” goes back to a report published by the Government Office for London  in April 45


1996, which outlined: 


1  Silvertown Tunnel review, WhatDoTheyKnow.com, also GLA reference MGLA141016-9173 
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/silvertown_tunnel_review 
2  https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/3/FoIR%209173.pdf 
3  
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/4/9713%20Released%20informat
ion.pdf 
4  Referred to in paragraph 5.5 of this 2003 Dartford Borough Council agenda paper on Thames Gateway Bridge: 
http://committeedmz.dartford.gov.uk/Data/Cabinet/20030717/Agenda/$ThamesGatewayBridgeFINAL.doc.pdf 
5  LDDC History Pages (reproducing London Docklands Development Corporation documents) 
http://www.lddc-history.org.uk/transport/tranmon3.html#Crossings 



https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/silvertown_tunnel_review

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/3/FoIR%209173.pdf

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/4/9713%20Released%20information.pdf

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/4/9713%20Released%20information.pdf

http://committeedmz.dartford.gov.uk/Data/Cabinet/20030717/Agenda/$ThamesGatewayBridgeFINAL.doc.pdf

http://www.lddc-history.org.uk/transport/tranmon3.html#Crossings





● A third Blackwall crossing (which has evolved to become the Scheme in question) 
● The Woolwich Rail Tunnel (a National Rail service between Stratford and Abbey 


Wood, and potentially to north Kent) 
● The multi-modal Thames Gateway Bridge (scrapped in 2008, re-appeared as the 


Gallions Reach road crossing but does not appear in Transport for London’s latest 
business plan) 


2.3. Obviously, the package above is not on offer now. Nor is the package proposed in 2004, 
which prioritised the Thames Gateway Bridge over this Scheme . Learning exactly what 6


package the boroughs would support would help the public understand their position in 
relation to the Scheme. 


3. Development Consent Order: Air and noise pollution monitoring 


3.1. If TfL is given permission to build the Silvertown Tunnel, any air and noise pollution 
monitoring regime should be subject to separate public consultation before it is implemented, 
so residents and other interested parties can have a say in which locations are monitored, 
and how (whether through additional monitoring tubes or automatic monitors).  


3.2. I suggest this because boroughs’ air pollution regimes vary - for example, Tower 
Hamlets  and Greenwich  both have comprehensive networks of monitoring tubes, while 7 8


Newham  has far fewer. 9


3.3. Any monthly results for air pollution should be published online as soon as is 
practicable, ideally illustrated by a map so the public and local elected representatives can 
see the effects of the new road. 


4. Development Consent Order: Public transport fares via Woolwich 


4.1. The Panel will be aware that London’s rail and Tube services charge fares on a zonal 
system - passengers are charged by the number of zones they pass through.  


4.2. One side effect of this, combined with the lack of public transport crossings in the area, 
means passengers travelling from zone 3 rail stations south of the river to DLR stations in 
the Royal Docks - also in zone 3 - are penalised; passengers have to change at Woolwich 
Arsenal, meaning they briefly enter zone 4 and are charged extra for it. 


4.3. For example, the very short journey from Charlton to Pontoon Dock - stations that are 
both in zone 3 and face each other across the Thames - is charged (2017 prices) as a 
two-zone peak single fare of £2.50, rather than the one zone fare of  £2.10 , with associated 10


6  London Thames Gateway Development and Investment Framework , Greater London Authority, April 2004, ISBN 
1852615915, pages 22-23 http://www.richardfjbrown.co.uk/page1/assets/TGDIF.pdf 
 
7  Tower Hamlets Council, Pollution monitoring 
http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/environment_and_planning/pollution/air_quality/pollution_monitoring.as
px 
8  Greenwich Council, Pollution control - air quality 
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/413/pollution_control_-_air_quality 
9  Newham Council, Air quality https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/Services/air-quality.aspx 
10  https://tfl.gov.uk/fares-and-payments/fares/single-fare-finder 
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implications for fare capping. The same applies for Woolwich Dockyard to King George V, an 
even shorter journey.  


 


Image 4-1: Passengers between Lewisham/Greenwich and Woolwich Dockyard are charged 
two-zone fares to cross the Thames. Stations in a white box are in both zones 2 and 3, the 
Emirates Air Line charges its own premium fares. From TfL’s London Rail and Tube map . 11


4.4. With this in mind, I am surprised that the Royal Borough of Greenwich has not sought to 
include moving Woolwich Arsenal station into zones 3 and 4, which would ease most of this 
problem, into the Development Consent Order. The council has campaigned on this issue in 
the past , but was turned down by the previous mayor . 12 13


11  http://content.tfl.gov.uk/london-rail-and-tube-services-map.pdf 
12  Letter from Greenwich Council leader Denise Hyland to former Mayor of London Boris Johnson 
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/file/2230/letter_from_royal_greenwich_to_mayor_of_london 
13  Popular Woolwich Arsenal rezoning campaign ruled out by Mayor of London, News Shopper , 9 October 2014 
http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/11525638.Boris_Johnson_rejects_popular_petition_to_rezone_Woolwich
_Arsenal_station/ 



http://content.tfl.gov.uk/london-rail-and-tube-services-map.pdf

http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/file/2230/letter_from_royal_greenwich_to_mayor_of_london

http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/11525638.Boris_Johnson_rejects_popular_petition_to_rezone_Woolwich_Arsenal_station/

http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/11525638.Boris_Johnson_rejects_popular_petition_to_rezone_Woolwich_Arsenal_station/





4.5. Yet this has been done before, with stations around Stratford moving from zone 3 to 
zones 2 and 3 in January 2016  with the aim of boosting redevelopment - something the 14


Greater London Authority hopes to achieve by building the Silvertown Tunnel. 


4.6. While there is no direct link between the Scheme and existing public transport fares, TfL 
states that its aim is to increase cross-river mobility in this part of London, including 
increasing public transport.  


4.7. If it is given permission to build the Silvertown Tunnel, TfL should be compelled to move 
Woolwich Arsenal into zones 3 and 4, or made to pursue some other solution, such as 
having specific local fares (this happened when London Overground opened through 
Shoreditch High Street in 2010 ). This would ensure short cross-river journeys by public 15


transport in this particular area do not incur a disproportionately high fare. 


4.8. This should be in addition to any proposal to cut fares on the Emirates Air Line cable car 
service, as these National Rail and DLR services serve much more highly-populated 
catchment areas. 


5. Ikea Greenwich 


5.1. In recent days, Ikea has supplied indicative designs for its proposed Greenwich store to 
the press . This development, which is adjacent to the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern 16


Approach, was given outline planning permission by the Royal Borough of Greenwich in 
2014. I believe it would be useful if RB Greenwich was asked to update the panel on any 
discussions with Ikea on traffic management and air quality around the store. 


 


14  TfL redraws Tube map as Zone 2 boundary change comes into effect, Evening Standard , 4 January 2016 
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/zone-2-boundary-shifted-in-east-london-to-make-commute-cheaper
-for-thousands-a3148056.html 
15  The curious case of ‘moving’ Shoreditch station,  Tom Edwards, BBC London, 30 April 2010 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/mindthegap/2010/04/the_curious_case_of_moving_sho.html 
16  First look at Ikea’s new store, The Wharf,  24 January 2017 
http://www.wharf.co.uk/news/local-news/first-look-ikeas-new-store-12497331 



http://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/zone-2-boundary-shifted-in-east-london-to-make-commute-cheaper-for-thousands-a3148056.html

http://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/zone-2-boundary-shifted-in-east-london-to-make-commute-cheaper-for-thousands-a3148056.html

http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/mindthegap/2010/04/the_curious_case_of_moving_sho.html

http://www.wharf.co.uk/news/local-news/first-look-ikeas-new-store-12497331






From: Tim Steer  
Sent: 29 September 2016 16:36 
To: Valerie Shawcross 
Subject: RE: (No Subject) 


Val 


Some information. This is written from the perspective of protecting resident charging for Silvertown 
so it comes across as a bit defensive at the moment. Obviously I could re-present the information 
more neutrally (or we could ask TfL for a more formal briefing) if you want to let Nick have 
something at any point. But hopefully this is useful for any discussions you have on this imminently. 


Tim 


Notes on the Mersey Gateway bridge 


• The borough of Halton is divided by the Mersey, and two town centres (Runcorn and
Widnes) sit on opposite sides of the river near the location of the new bridge. Borough
services are split between town centres, and local people made the case that the
communities would not be connected as intended if a toll was applied to local residents.


• Halton has a population of 125,000, compared to a combined population of 775,000 in
Tower Hamlets, Newham and Greenwich (although a more local exemption area could
potentially be set in the Silvertown case).


• The local public transport offering in Halton is significantly poorer than in London, and
providing local concessions through buses or other public transport is less of a realistic
option. The council provides a free bus shuttle between the two town centres, bus this will
continue to use the existing bridge. There will be no public transport across the new bridge.


• A road bridge already connects the two town centres – the new bridge will  be 1.5 miles
away and is not designed to cater for local traffic, but for through traffic between the
Runcorn Central Expressway and the M62 towards either Manchester or Liverpool. The
existing bridge linking the town centres will remain untolled, meaning local people are
unlikely to want to use the new bridge for local trips, despite it being free to do so. The
exemption will not apply to business traffic.


• The actual motivation for the toll exemption was political. George Osborne’s Tatton
constituency is very close by, and he supported the scheme in his 2010 spending review,
personally promising a review of the tolling structure in response to Labour’s attempt to
take the political initiative on this issue . Other local constituencies are marginal, and
promises about the tolling structure have been used locally in support of candidates’
campaigns.


• Also, demand management wasn’t a main driver for the charge – it’s a revenue raising
measure and their discount was subsidised by central government to the tune of £200m.


Points about a potential residents’ discount for Silvertown 


• Most traffic would be paying £1 to cross the river, not £3 – because the higher charge only
applies AM northbound and PM southbound. For example, from Greenwich 65% of all trips
would pay £1.


• While 45% of Blackwall Tunnel trips are made by people who live in the host boroughs
(which is why a discount would be problematic), most trips by host borough residents don’t
go across the river at all. For Greenwich, only 10% of all trips cross the river by any mode. Of
those, only 20% do so by car (most of these do go by Blackwall). This means 98% of
Greenwich residents’ trips would be unaffected by any charge.







• Most people drive through Blackwall Tunnel only occasionally. Even during peak commuting 
time, only 10% of people are seen there five days a week. 50% are there once a week or 
less. Outside the peak periods around 90% of vehicles are seen once a week or less.  


• The proportion of trips made by people on lower incomes is also likely to be small; evidence 
is that tunnel users’ incomes are high compared to the average and car ownership is lower 
among lower income groups. 


• The single biggest destination for morning peak trips across the Blackwall Tunnel is Canary 
Wharf.  


• Of course there will be some (in the hundreds each day probably) who are on low incomes 
and get caught by the charge. However, low income groups are the biggest winners because 
they benefit most from the enhanced cross-river bus services.  


• Finally, stats suggest that within 5 years, 50% of people in London will have changed their 
jobs – ie, there is a lot of time for people to prepare for this and make plans if they want to 
avoid paying the charge. 


Traffic/environmental impacts of a discount  


• A 100% discount would have a big impact on traffic levels. There would be around 30% more 
traffic across the charged tunnels so scheme benefits would fall to the point that it might not 
be worth doing. Revenue would fall by about 25%. 


• Traffic impacts of a 50% discount on traffic are less severe but would likely still lead to 
problematic air quality impacts. Revenue would fall by about 12%. 


• Obviously a smaller discount or a smaller area would moderate these impacts, but there are 
very tight margins before the environmental impacts would fall foul of the Development 
Consent Order tests.  


• And a smaller boundary would be very difficult to define a robust boundary and it would be 
instantly and continually challenged as it would be obviously arbitrary (and it would tend to 
grow not shrink). Also, note that parts of Lewisham and Southwark lie far closer to the 
Blackwall Tunnel than much of the host boroughs. 


• Finally, offering a residents’ discount would be an unhelpful precedent for ULEZ. 


 







TRANSPORT FOR LONDON 


BRIEFING NOTE 


 


Subject:        Silvertown Tunnel Mayoral Review 


 


 


 


 


1.0  Background 


1.1 At the meeting with the Mayor on 14 June 2016 it was agreed that the development 
and delivery of the Silvertown Tunnel should proceed in line with the timetable set 
out in the briefing pack and that the review should focus on identifying a series of 
improvements relating to: 


 
• Options for improvements for local residents 
• More detail around public transport provision  
• Ideas around how to make the scheme better for pedestrians and cyclists 
• Further information on the Rotherhithe walking and cycling bridge, including  


details around an interim electric ferry service 
• Responses to concerns about air quality 
• The implications of different configurations of the Ultra-Low Emission Zone. 


 
1.2 TfL also agreed to provide in the interim: 
 


• Potential lines that the Mayor could use if asked about the review 
• Further information about the roundabout at the northern end of the tunnel 


and why that's the best way to configure the road layout at that location 
 


1.3 This briefing addresses the interim information requested. 


2.0 Potential lines on the Silvertown Tunnel Review 


2.1 It is suggested that the Mayor adopts the following lines to explain the review which 
has been initiated. 


 “It will be really important to provide new river crossings in east London in the 
coming years, where there are currently very few but there is huge potential for 
growth and regeneration. These new crossings are needed to break down the 


Manifesto pledge 


“The next Mayor must start planning and delivering the infrastructure and new capacity for the 
future straight away…I will prioritise delivery of new river crossings in the east of the city”  


 
 







physical barrier between communities that the Thames can represent, and where 
possible they should promote sustainable travel choices like walking, cycling and 
public transport. 


“The Silvertown Tunnel proposal has the potential to fulfil many of these aims while 
relieving congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel, but I am sympathetic to the concerns 
some people have about the existing proposals. I want to be sure that the project 
will work well for all Londoners, which means it will have to provide: 


• a clear commitment to delivering much-needed cross river public transport links;  
• environmental assurances, both in terms of how it is constructed and once 


operational; and 
• benefits for pedestrians and cyclists, linking to the wider opportunities for new 


river crossings, such as the proposed Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf crossing.       


“I have therefore decided to review the scheme over the summer, with a particular 
focus on these elements.” 


3.0 Configuration of the road layout at the northern (Silvertown) portal  


3.1 The note attached as Appendix A sets out the rationale for the proposed road layout 
at the northern portal, where the new Silvertown Tunnel connects to the A1020 
Lower Lea Crossing / Silvertown Way.   


 


 
 















• It significantly weakens the connections to the Royal Docks opportunity area and 
limits opportunities for pedestrian and cycle connections. 
 


• Due to the river depth and DLR viaduct the tunnel alignment is largely fixed and 
grade separation would require significant departures from design standards 
leading to safety concerns due to the steep carriageway gradients and excessively 
tight radii at the junctions.  


 
• It offers no notable transport benefits over the alternative reconfigured Tidal Basin 


arrangement.   
 


For these reasons the proposed re-configured Tidal Basin Roundabout is the preferred 
solution. The new arrangements are shown on the plan below.    


 
Proposed re-configuration of Tidal Basin Roundabout  
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The role of user charges 


The charges are required to meet 
the Government’s policy test for 
new roads by managing demand so 
that overall traffic levels do not 
increase and air quality does not 
worsen:
• If the charges are set too high


traffic will divert onto other river 
crossings impacting on safety, 
congestion and air quality over a 
wide area.


• If the charges are set too low, it 
will generate too much additional 
traffic, eroding the benefits of 
free-flowing, reliable journeys.


• User charging also provide a 
relatively steady, long-term 
revenue stream to pay for the 
scheme. All figures are in 2015 prices 


Actual charges will be set closer to the time of opening with the objective of balancing traffic and 
environmental considerations.  TfL will liaise with boroughs through the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation 
Group (STIG) in setting the charges.   


Charging Hours
6am to 10pm


Peak periods
6am-10am NB
4pm-7pm SB


100% Discounts, 
such as for:
• Blue Badge 


holders
• Low emission 


vehicles
• Taxis, buses 


and coaches.



























Darryl Chamberlain (SILV-430) 
Deadline 3 submission to the Planning Inspectorate 
27 January 2017 

 

1. The Mayor of London’s review of river crossings 

1.1. After the Mayor of London’s announcement that he was backing the Silvertown Tunnel 
scheme, I used the Freedom of Information Act to ask the Greater London Authority  for 1

details of the review he had promised to carry out into the scheme, including the advice he 
and his officers received and whose opinions they had consulted. I was sent a number of 
documents, which the Panel may find useful in its deliberations.  

1.2. One is a response detailing Sadiq Khan’s review ; the other is a bundle of documents 2

comprising an email from the GLA’s head of transport with comments on user charging, a 
briefing note and presentation on possible “enhancements” to the Scheme, and the 
presentation given to the Mayor in June outlining why TfL thought the scheme necessary . 3

They are attached with this written representation. 

1.3. While I am doubtful that the Mayor’s deliberations are a matter for this process, I do find 
it disappointing that he does not appear to have actively consulted boroughs and other 
stakeholders, particularly the neighbouring boroughs, about his review; particularly in view of 
the impact the Scheme may have in a wide area far beyond the tunnel portals. 

2. Ambiguity over ‘a package of crossings’ 

2.1. At the Issue Specific Hearing on Wednesday 18 January, when asked if the Royal 
Borough of Greenwich supported the Scheme, the Panel was told it supported “a package of 
crossings”. I also understand the London Borough of Lewisham said something similar the 
following day. 

2.2. It would be useful for these boroughs - and other host and neighbouring boroughs - to 
outline just what they mean by “a package of crossings”, for this comes up often but is rarely 
discussed in detail in public forums. As far as I can ascertain, the idea of a “package of 
crossings” goes back to a report published by the Government Office for London  in April 45

1996, which outlined: 

1  Silvertown Tunnel review, WhatDoTheyKnow.com, also GLA reference MGLA141016-9173 
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/silvertown_tunnel_review 
2  https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/3/FoIR%209173.pdf 
3  
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/4/9713%20Released%20informat
ion.pdf 
4  Referred to in paragraph 5.5 of this 2003 Dartford Borough Council agenda paper on Thames Gateway Bridge: 
http://committeedmz.dartford.gov.uk/Data/Cabinet/20030717/Agenda/$ThamesGatewayBridgeFINAL.doc.pdf 
5  LDDC History Pages (reproducing London Docklands Development Corporation documents) 
http://www.lddc-history.org.uk/transport/tranmon3.html#Crossings 

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/silvertown_tunnel_review
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/3/FoIR%209173.pdf
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/4/9713%20Released%20information.pdf
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/364519/response/913568/attach/4/9713%20Released%20information.pdf
http://committeedmz.dartford.gov.uk/Data/Cabinet/20030717/Agenda/$ThamesGatewayBridgeFINAL.doc.pdf
http://www.lddc-history.org.uk/transport/tranmon3.html#Crossings


● A third Blackwall crossing (which has evolved to become the Scheme in question) 
● The Woolwich Rail Tunnel (a National Rail service between Stratford and Abbey 

Wood, and potentially to north Kent) 
● The multi-modal Thames Gateway Bridge (scrapped in 2008, re-appeared as the 

Gallions Reach road crossing but does not appear in Transport for London’s latest 
business plan) 

2.3. Obviously, the package above is not on offer now. Nor is the package proposed in 2004, 
which prioritised the Thames Gateway Bridge over this Scheme . Learning exactly what 6

package the boroughs would support would help the public understand their position in 
relation to the Scheme. 

3. Development Consent Order: Air and noise pollution monitoring 

3.1. If TfL is given permission to build the Silvertown Tunnel, any air and noise pollution 
monitoring regime should be subject to separate public consultation before it is implemented, 
so residents and other interested parties can have a say in which locations are monitored, 
and how (whether through additional monitoring tubes or automatic monitors).  

3.2. I suggest this because boroughs’ air pollution regimes vary - for example, Tower 
Hamlets  and Greenwich  both have comprehensive networks of monitoring tubes, while 7 8

Newham  has far fewer. 9

3.3. Any monthly results for air pollution should be published online as soon as is 
practicable, ideally illustrated by a map so the public and local elected representatives can 
see the effects of the new road. 

4. Development Consent Order: Public transport fares via Woolwich 

4.1. The Panel will be aware that London’s rail and Tube services charge fares on a zonal 
system - passengers are charged by the number of zones they pass through.  

4.2. One side effect of this, combined with the lack of public transport crossings in the area, 
means passengers travelling from zone 3 rail stations south of the river to DLR stations in 
the Royal Docks - also in zone 3 - are penalised; passengers have to change at Woolwich 
Arsenal, meaning they briefly enter zone 4 and are charged extra for it. 

4.3. For example, the very short journey from Charlton to Pontoon Dock - stations that are 
both in zone 3 and face each other across the Thames - is charged (2017 prices) as a 
two-zone peak single fare of £2.50, rather than the one zone fare of  £2.10 , with associated 10

6  London Thames Gateway Development and Investment Framework , Greater London Authority, April 2004, ISBN 
1852615915, pages 22-23 http://www.richardfjbrown.co.uk/page1/assets/TGDIF.pdf 
 
7  Tower Hamlets Council, Pollution monitoring 
http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/environment_and_planning/pollution/air_quality/pollution_monitoring.as
px 
8  Greenwich Council, Pollution control - air quality 
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/413/pollution_control_-_air_quality 
9  Newham Council, Air quality https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/Services/air-quality.aspx 
10  https://tfl.gov.uk/fares-and-payments/fares/single-fare-finder 

http://www.richardfjbrown.co.uk/page1/assets/TGDIF.pdf
http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/environment_and_planning/pollution/air_quality/pollution_monitoring.aspx
http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/environment_and_planning/pollution/air_quality/pollution_monitoring.aspx
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/413/pollution_control_-_air_quality
https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/Services/air-quality.aspx
https://tfl.gov.uk/fares-and-payments/fares/single-fare-finder


implications for fare capping. The same applies for Woolwich Dockyard to King George V, an 
even shorter journey.  

 

Image 4-1: Passengers between Lewisham/Greenwich and Woolwich Dockyard are charged 
two-zone fares to cross the Thames. Stations in a white box are in both zones 2 and 3, the 
Emirates Air Line charges its own premium fares. From TfL’s London Rail and Tube map . 11

4.4. With this in mind, I am surprised that the Royal Borough of Greenwich has not sought to 
include moving Woolwich Arsenal station into zones 3 and 4, which would ease most of this 
problem, into the Development Consent Order. The council has campaigned on this issue in 
the past , but was turned down by the previous mayor . 12 13

11  http://content.tfl.gov.uk/london-rail-and-tube-services-map.pdf 
12  Letter from Greenwich Council leader Denise Hyland to former Mayor of London Boris Johnson 
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/file/2230/letter_from_royal_greenwich_to_mayor_of_london 
13  Popular Woolwich Arsenal rezoning campaign ruled out by Mayor of London, News Shopper , 9 October 2014 
http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/11525638.Boris_Johnson_rejects_popular_petition_to_rezone_Woolwich
_Arsenal_station/ 

http://content.tfl.gov.uk/london-rail-and-tube-services-map.pdf
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/file/2230/letter_from_royal_greenwich_to_mayor_of_london
http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/11525638.Boris_Johnson_rejects_popular_petition_to_rezone_Woolwich_Arsenal_station/
http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/11525638.Boris_Johnson_rejects_popular_petition_to_rezone_Woolwich_Arsenal_station/


4.5. Yet this has been done before, with stations around Stratford moving from zone 3 to 
zones 2 and 3 in January 2016  with the aim of boosting redevelopment - something the 14

Greater London Authority hopes to achieve by building the Silvertown Tunnel. 

4.6. While there is no direct link between the Scheme and existing public transport fares, TfL 
states that its aim is to increase cross-river mobility in this part of London, including 
increasing public transport.  

4.7. If it is given permission to build the Silvertown Tunnel, TfL should be compelled to move 
Woolwich Arsenal into zones 3 and 4, or made to pursue some other solution, such as 
having specific local fares (this happened when London Overground opened through 
Shoreditch High Street in 2010 ). This would ensure short cross-river journeys by public 15

transport in this particular area do not incur a disproportionately high fare. 

4.8. This should be in addition to any proposal to cut fares on the Emirates Air Line cable car 
service, as these National Rail and DLR services serve much more highly-populated 
catchment areas. 

5. Ikea Greenwich 

5.1. In recent days, Ikea has supplied indicative designs for its proposed Greenwich store to 
the press . This development, which is adjacent to the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern 16

Approach, was given outline planning permission by the Royal Borough of Greenwich in 
2014. I believe it would be useful if RB Greenwich was asked to update the panel on any 
discussions with Ikea on traffic management and air quality around the store. 

 

14  TfL redraws Tube map as Zone 2 boundary change comes into effect, Evening Standard , 4 January 2016 
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/zone-2-boundary-shifted-in-east-london-to-make-commute-cheaper
-for-thousands-a3148056.html 
15  The curious case of ‘moving’ Shoreditch station,  Tom Edwards, BBC London, 30 April 2010 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/mindthegap/2010/04/the_curious_case_of_moving_sho.html 
16  First look at Ikea’s new store, The Wharf,  24 January 2017 
http://www.wharf.co.uk/news/local-news/first-look-ikeas-new-store-12497331 

http://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/zone-2-boundary-shifted-in-east-london-to-make-commute-cheaper-for-thousands-a3148056.html
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/zone-2-boundary-shifted-in-east-london-to-make-commute-cheaper-for-thousands-a3148056.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/mindthegap/2010/04/the_curious_case_of_moving_sho.html
http://www.wharf.co.uk/news/local-news/first-look-ikeas-new-store-12497331


    
  
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Darryl Chamberlain 
(by email)    
 

 
Our Ref: MGLA141016-9173 

 
22 December 2016 

 
 
 
Dear Mr Chamberlain 
 
Thank you for your request for information which the GLA received on 12 October. Your request 
has been dealt with under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  
 
You asked for:  
 

“1) All advice sent to the Mayor and Deputy Mayor for Transport by Greater London 
Authority officers, Transport for London staff and other individuals and organisations as 
part of the recent review into the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.  
 
2) The replies sent by the Mayor and Deputy Mayor for Transport to the advice sent to 
them.  
 
3) A list of all organisations and individuals consulted as part of the review.  
 
4) All responses from the organisations and individuals consulted as part of the review.  
 
5) The final report from officers to the Mayor or Deputy Mayor (and/or from the Deputy 
Mayor to to the Mayor) recommending what steps to take.“ 

 
 
Please find the relevant information attached. I am sorry for the slight delay in responding. 
 
Following his election in May 2016, the Mayor asked officers to review the case for the 
Silvertown Tunnel in the context of a range of local and wider, environmental concerns that had 
been raised about the project. Officers were asked to review the scheme from first principles, 
beginning with an assessment of the current conditions for cross river travel in east London and 
in-depth analysis of modelled future demand for river crossings. The initial element of the 
review included detailed assessments of: 
 

• The performance of existing crossings, considering factors including current demand, 
congestion levels and resilience and reliability issues 

• Air quality and congestion issues associated with existing crossings 
• Current and forecast demand for cross river travel  

 



• Evidence of the impacts of improvements delivered to date by recent cross-river 
connections, including those provided on the East London Line and Docklands Light 
Railway networks 

• Modelled assessments of the impacts of planned additional crossings such as Crossrail 
on accommodating current and future cross river trips 

• The impacts of planned growth in east London on both general and specific local 
demands for river crossings 

• Specific views expressed by stakeholders through previous consultations, engagement 
events, meetings and surveys with businesses. This included collating view expressed by 
London boroughs on the current state of the cross-river transport network, as well as 
calls for new crossings in specific locations. These specific issues were assessed against 
background and future demand in these locations.  
 

This indicated the need for additional river crossings in east London, both to meet current 
demand and to facilitate future growth. It also highlighted specific congestion, reliability and air 
quality issues associated with the Blackwall Tunnel, and the likelihood that these issues would 
be exacerbated by population growth in the medium term. 
 
The review went on to look at how the demand, air quality and resilience issues in the Blackwall 
Tunnel area identified could be addressed. This included the consideration of public transport 
solutions, walking and cycling options, vehicle ferries and road-based tunnels and bridge 
options. Demand management options in terms of charging existing crossings were also 
examined.  
 
This indicated that the case for an additional river crossing between the North Greenwich and 
the Tower Hamlets/Newham border area was strong. Given the nature of the specific 
congestion and air quality issues around the Blackwall Tunnel that a new crossing here could 
address, it was determined that a road crossing would be the most suitable option in this 
location. 
 
The review also examined the specific design and operation of a proposed road crossing in this 
location. Existing demand, future modelling – taking into account projected growth in the area 
– air quality analysis and technical considerations, such as land take and visual and marine 
impacts, were used to determine that a tunnel with one general traffic lane and one dedicated 
bus, coach and HGV lane in each direction would be the most suitable option, and that the 
introduction of a user charge on the new tunnel and the nearby Blackwall Tunnel would ensure 
that demand was managed effectively.   
 
Finally the review examined how a tunnel proposal could be developed in a way that minimised 
any potential impacts on local residents and on London as whole – how to go further than the 
previous Silvertown Tunnel proposal on environmental and equality factors. A range of new 
measures was considered, including: 
 

• Bus enhancements 
• Options to transport cyclists through the tunnel 

• Complementary ferry services and how the nearby Emirates Airline could be used to 
enhance the tunnel proposals 

• A review of user charging levels 
• Improvements to the public realm  

 
 

 



• Construction and use of the river 
• Encouraging the use of low emission vehicles 

• Potential interactions with Ultra Low Emission Zone proposals 
 
This was used to determine a series of enhancements to the previous Silvertown Tunnel 
proposal, as detailed in the Mayor’s announcement of 4 October 2016. 
 
If you have any further questions relating to this matter, please contact me, quoting the 
reference at the top of this letter. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Ruth Phillips 
Information Governance Officer 
 
If you are unhappy with the way the GLA has handled your request, you may complain using the 
GLA’s FOI complaints and internal review procedure, available at: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/governance-and-spending/sharing-our-
information/freedom-information   

 
 

 



From: Tim Steer  
Sent: 29 September 2016 16:36 
To: Valerie Shawcross 
Subject: RE: (No Subject) 

Val 

Some information. This is written from the perspective of protecting resident charging for Silvertown 
so it comes across as a bit defensive at the moment. Obviously I could re-present the information 
more neutrally (or we could ask TfL for a more formal briefing) if you want to let Nick have 
something at any point. But hopefully this is useful for any discussions you have on this imminently. 

Tim 

Notes on the Mersey Gateway bridge 

• The borough of Halton is divided by the Mersey, and two town centres (Runcorn and
Widnes) sit on opposite sides of the river near the location of the new bridge. Borough
services are split between town centres, and local people made the case that the
communities would not be connected as intended if a toll was applied to local residents.

• Halton has a population of 125,000, compared to a combined population of 775,000 in
Tower Hamlets, Newham and Greenwich (although a more local exemption area could
potentially be set in the Silvertown case).

• The local public transport offering in Halton is significantly poorer than in London, and
providing local concessions through buses or other public transport is less of a realistic
option. The council provides a free bus shuttle between the two town centres, bus this will
continue to use the existing bridge. There will be no public transport across the new bridge.

• A road bridge already connects the two town centres – the new bridge will  be 1.5 miles
away and is not designed to cater for local traffic, but for through traffic between the
Runcorn Central Expressway and the M62 towards either Manchester or Liverpool. The
existing bridge linking the town centres will remain untolled, meaning local people are
unlikely to want to use the new bridge for local trips, despite it being free to do so. The
exemption will not apply to business traffic.

• The actual motivation for the toll exemption was political. George Osborne’s Tatton
constituency is very close by, and he supported the scheme in his 2010 spending review,
personally promising a review of the tolling structure in response to Labour’s attempt to
take the political initiative on this issue . Other local constituencies are marginal, and
promises about the tolling structure have been used locally in support of candidates’
campaigns.

• Also, demand management wasn’t a main driver for the charge – it’s a revenue raising
measure and their discount was subsidised by central government to the tune of £200m.

Points about a potential residents’ discount for Silvertown 

• Most traffic would be paying £1 to cross the river, not £3 – because the higher charge only
applies AM northbound and PM southbound. For example, from Greenwich 65% of all trips
would pay £1.

• While 45% of Blackwall Tunnel trips are made by people who live in the host boroughs
(which is why a discount would be problematic), most trips by host borough residents don’t
go across the river at all. For Greenwich, only 10% of all trips cross the river by any mode. Of
those, only 20% do so by car (most of these do go by Blackwall). This means 98% of
Greenwich residents’ trips would be unaffected by any charge.



• Most people drive through Blackwall Tunnel only occasionally. Even during peak commuting 
time, only 10% of people are seen there five days a week. 50% are there once a week or 
less. Outside the peak periods around 90% of vehicles are seen once a week or less.  

• The proportion of trips made by people on lower incomes is also likely to be small; evidence 
is that tunnel users’ incomes are high compared to the average and car ownership is lower 
among lower income groups. 

• The single biggest destination for morning peak trips across the Blackwall Tunnel is Canary 
Wharf.  

• Of course there will be some (in the hundreds each day probably) who are on low incomes 
and get caught by the charge. However, low income groups are the biggest winners because 
they benefit most from the enhanced cross-river bus services.  

• Finally, stats suggest that within 5 years, 50% of people in London will have changed their 
jobs – ie, there is a lot of time for people to prepare for this and make plans if they want to 
avoid paying the charge. 

Traffic/environmental impacts of a discount  

• A 100% discount would have a big impact on traffic levels. There would be around 30% more 
traffic across the charged tunnels so scheme benefits would fall to the point that it might not 
be worth doing. Revenue would fall by about 25%. 

• Traffic impacts of a 50% discount on traffic are less severe but would likely still lead to 
problematic air quality impacts. Revenue would fall by about 12%. 

• Obviously a smaller discount or a smaller area would moderate these impacts, but there are 
very tight margins before the environmental impacts would fall foul of the Development 
Consent Order tests.  

• And a smaller boundary would be very difficult to define a robust boundary and it would be 
instantly and continually challenged as it would be obviously arbitrary (and it would tend to 
grow not shrink). Also, note that parts of Lewisham and Southwark lie far closer to the 
Blackwall Tunnel than much of the host boroughs. 

• Finally, offering a residents’ discount would be an unhelpful precedent for ULEZ. 

 



TRANSPORT FOR LONDON 

BRIEFING NOTE 

 

Subject:        Silvertown Tunnel Mayoral Review 

 

 

 

 

1.0  Background 

1.1 At the meeting with the Mayor on 14 June 2016 it was agreed that the development 
and delivery of the Silvertown Tunnel should proceed in line with the timetable set 
out in the briefing pack and that the review should focus on identifying a series of 
improvements relating to: 

 
• Options for improvements for local residents 
• More detail around public transport provision  
• Ideas around how to make the scheme better for pedestrians and cyclists 
• Further information on the Rotherhithe walking and cycling bridge, including  

details around an interim electric ferry service 
• Responses to concerns about air quality 
• The implications of different configurations of the Ultra-Low Emission Zone. 

 
1.2 TfL also agreed to provide in the interim: 
 

• Potential lines that the Mayor could use if asked about the review 
• Further information about the roundabout at the northern end of the tunnel 

and why that's the best way to configure the road layout at that location 
 

1.3 This briefing addresses the interim information requested. 

2.0 Potential lines on the Silvertown Tunnel Review 

2.1 It is suggested that the Mayor adopts the following lines to explain the review which 
has been initiated. 

 “It will be really important to provide new river crossings in east London in the 
coming years, where there are currently very few but there is huge potential for 
growth and regeneration. These new crossings are needed to break down the 

Manifesto pledge 

“The next Mayor must start planning and delivering the infrastructure and new capacity for the 
future straight away…I will prioritise delivery of new river crossings in the east of the city”  

 
 



physical barrier between communities that the Thames can represent, and where 
possible they should promote sustainable travel choices like walking, cycling and 
public transport. 

“The Silvertown Tunnel proposal has the potential to fulfil many of these aims while 
relieving congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel, but I am sympathetic to the concerns 
some people have about the existing proposals. I want to be sure that the project 
will work well for all Londoners, which means it will have to provide: 

• a clear commitment to delivering much-needed cross river public transport links;  
• environmental assurances, both in terms of how it is constructed and once 

operational; and 
• benefits for pedestrians and cyclists, linking to the wider opportunities for new 

river crossings, such as the proposed Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf crossing.       

“I have therefore decided to review the scheme over the summer, with a particular 
focus on these elements.” 

3.0 Configuration of the road layout at the northern (Silvertown) portal  

3.1 The note attached as Appendix A sets out the rationale for the proposed road layout 
at the northern portal, where the new Silvertown Tunnel connects to the A1020 
Lower Lea Crossing / Silvertown Way.   

 

 
 







• It significantly weakens the connections to the Royal Docks opportunity area and 
limits opportunities for pedestrian and cycle connections. 
 

• Due to the river depth and DLR viaduct the tunnel alignment is largely fixed and 
grade separation would require significant departures from design standards 
leading to safety concerns due to the steep carriageway gradients and excessively 
tight radii at the junctions.  

 
• It offers no notable transport benefits over the alternative reconfigured Tidal Basin 

arrangement.   
 

For these reasons the proposed re-configured Tidal Basin Roundabout is the preferred 
solution. The new arrangements are shown on the plan below.    

 
Proposed re-configuration of Tidal Basin Roundabout  
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The role of user charges 

The charges are required to meet 
the Government’s policy test for 
new roads by managing demand so 
that overall traffic levels do not 
increase and air quality does not 
worsen:
• If the charges are set too high

traffic will divert onto other river 
crossings impacting on safety, 
congestion and air quality over a 
wide area.

• If the charges are set too low, it 
will generate too much additional 
traffic, eroding the benefits of 
free-flowing, reliable journeys.

• User charging also provide a 
relatively steady, long-term 
revenue stream to pay for the 
scheme. All figures are in 2015 prices 

Actual charges will be set closer to the time of opening with the objective of balancing traffic and 
environmental considerations.  TfL will liaise with boroughs through the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation 
Group (STIG) in setting the charges.   

Charging Hours
6am to 10pm

Peak periods
6am-10am NB
4pm-7pm SB

100% Discounts, 
such as for:
• Blue Badge 

holders
• Low emission 

vehicles
• Taxis, buses 

and coaches.














